Conventional memories such as SRAM, DRAM, and FLASH have set a very high cost/performance standard. Yet, recent advances in new materials, device technologies and circuits have made many emerging memories attractive candidates for a new generation of memories. This paper gives an overview of our recent research work on phase change memory (PCM) and metal oxide resistive switching memory (RRAM).
Introduction
The worldwide research and development effort on emerging memory devices and PCM and RRAM in particular can be understood from two perspectives. Firstly, from a system point of view, processor performance is increasingly limited by memory access and power consumption of the memory subsystem. Recent efforts in extending the scalability of SRAM and incorporating embedded DRAM in advanced technologies are evidence of the importance of the memory technology. The emergence of Flash as a potential solid-state replacement for the hard disk drive for selected applications has highlighted the enormous potential of a high-density, embedded memory technology within the memory hierarchy. At the same time, memory device research has had a renaissance of new ideas [1, 2] . New memory devices, most of them non-volatile, have been explored and some have progressed beyond the observation of a hysteresis effect to device-level demonstrations. These new memory devices, such as PCM and RRAM, have read/write/retention/endurance characteristics different from conventional SRAM, DRAM, and Flash. The very high density offered by some of the new device technologies may also lead to the replacement of the hard disk drive (HDD) by solid-state devices for some applications [3, 4] . There is an enormous opportunity to completely re-think the design of the memory subsystem to gain orders of magnitude improvements in speed and/or power consumption. A revolution in the memory subsystem will bring about a fundamental change in how one can extract performance out of technology improvements.
In this paper, we focus on two of the more "mature" emerging memory technologies -PCM and RRAMand summarize the recent progress in our research group in recent years [5] .
Phase Change Memory (PCM)
Reports on phase change memory have grown rapidly in recent years ( Fig. 1) [5] . Phase change memory has achieved significant milestones in recent years with a 90 nm product positioned as a NOR replacement [6] and a 45 nm technology demonstration [7] . Advanced research into the material properties of phase change materials suggests that the phase change material can be scaled to single-digit nanometer sizes (2 -5 nm) in all three dimensions and still exhibit phase change behavior [8] . It remains to be seen how such small active memory regions can be integrated into an efficient memory array. Scaling studies of PCM devices show observable changes in device characteristics as device dimensions (e.g. the amorphous region size) are scaled down and therefore this scaling behavior must be accounted for in future PCM designs. In fact, the ultimate scalability of PCM continues to be an important topic that is being studied. 
Scaling of Materials to the Nanoscale
According to current predictions, phase change memory is expected to be highly scalable with scaled power consumption per cell and faster operation speed [9, 10] . Scaling of phase change memory requires scaling of the programming volume, which can be achieved by reducing contact area between phase change material and so-called heater [11] [12] [13] or the volume of phase change material per cell [14, 15] . Programming of the unselected cell through thermal cross-talk from adjacent cells is not a serious scaling issue since the thermal decay length is also scaled down by scaling down the cell size [9, 10] . A fundamental scaling limit would come from the change in material properties of phase change material itself regarding its crystallization behavior.
The stability of phase change material in meta-stable states seems to deteriorate at the nanoscale [16] . This could be closely related to the other material properties such as crystallization and melting temperature that also change at the nanoscale due to the surface effect [17] . To study these material properties, it is necessary to fabricate appropriate nanoscale structures and materials at the nanoscale.
A convenient way to access the sub-10nm size range is the use of chemical synthesis by solution based colloidal co-precipitation [8] .
Solution based nanoparticle synthesis offers a number of advantages including control over the size of the crystals, a wide range of accessible sizes of crystals, composition control and the ability to deposit the crystals on any substrate. GeTe nanoparticles are synthesized through a co-precipitation reaction between a solution of Te in trioctylphosphine and GeI 2 at 250°C in the presence of trioctylphosphine oxide and dodecanethiol. The average size of the nanocrystals increases with the reaction time allowing the study of the size dependence of important material properties such as melting and crystallization temperatures over a range of sizes between 2 and ~100nm.
In general, large nanoparticles show properties similar to bulk, but the smallest nanoparticles below about 10 nm show size-dependent crystallization, in most cases increased crystallization temperatures, and reduced melting temperature. Both are beneficial for PCM applications and demonstrate the favorable scaling properties of phase change materials.
The ultimate limits of scaling will be reached when materials do not exist stably anymore in both phases. For the phase change material GeTe it has been demonstrated that nanoparticles can be synthesized in the amorphous phase and can be crystallized by heating them over their (remarkably increased compared to bulk) crystallization temperature for nanoparticle sizes as small as 1.8 nm [8] . Fig. 2 shows transmission electron microscope images of these GeTe nanoparticles of various sizes. Down to these small sizes phase change materials still do not lose their phase change properties. These nanoparticles are as small as about two to three times the lattice constant, so this will be close to the ultimate scaling limit of phase change technology as far as the phase change materials themselves are concerned. 
Thickness Scaling of Phase Change Device
One aspect that has drawn little attention so far but will be important for device scaling is the scaling of the threshold switching effect. Depending on the model, defects play an important role as traps or as the main transport channel for threshold switching [18] [19] [20] . The average distance between these defects is on the order of a few nanometers [18] and it is not clear if this physical picture of the threshold switching properties can remain valid when the defect distance becomes comparable to the film thickness. The same applies to the finite distance the electrons need to gain enough energy for threshold switching [21] ; it is not clear how threshold switching properties will change when the film thickness becomes comparable to this distance.
In this section, we review one of the device structures -the ATE cell -that is specifically designed to investigate the scaling behavior of PCM for small thicknesses of the amorphous region and summarize the findings. The PCM cell with the additional top electrode (ATE) resembles the structure of a mushroom-or T-type cell, which is the most common among PCM devices in development, while enabling the study of 1D scaling characteristics of the phase change materials [22] . The ATE metal layer is placed inside the chalcogenide layer. Due to the large thermal and electrical conductivities of the ATE layer, the threshold switching is confined in the GST1 layer and the reset resistance is determined by the size of the amorphous volume in the GST1 layer (Fig. 3 (c)-(d) ). Therefore, the threshold switching, resistance drift, and crystallization temperature dependence on the GST thickness can be studied by varying the GST1 layer thickness. It has been shown that the threshold switching voltage is linearly increasing with GST1 layer thickness with a non-zero offset (Fig. 4) . The resistance drift did not show any dependence on the thickness. The crystallization temperature increased for thinner GST1 layers, showing the same trend for increasing crystallization temperature for thinner phase-change material layers with Al 2 O 3 capping layer measured by X-ray diffraction [23] . The size-dependence of the crystallization temperature is highly dependent on the capping material.
Resistive Switching Random Access Memory (RRAM)
Metal oxide-based resistance random access memory (RRAM) is one of the most competitive candidates for future non-volatile memory applications due to its simple structure, fast switching speed, great scalability, and compatibility with current CMOS technology [24] [25] [26] . Many metal oxide materials exhibit resistive switching (Fig. 5) . Among dozens of oxide materials, HfO x based RRAM devices have shown excellent performances such as good switching endurance (>10 6 cycles), and reliable data retention (10 years extrapolated at 200 °C) [27, 28] , and 1k bit array macro has been demonstrated [29] (Fig. 6) . 
Conductive Filament Confinement by Device Structure
According to the filamentary conduction model, only a small localized area under the metal electrode (so-called filament) is utilized for resistance switching, not the entire area under the metal electrode. In addition, some studies showed that the position of the filaments varies as they are programmed and erased, which possibly results in the wide resistance distribution of the filamentary conduction type memories. The wide resistance distribution is one of the main issues with the filamentary conduction type memory since it reduces the minimum ON/OFF ratio and increases the failure rate of the cell.
To address these issues, a novel memory cell structure for filamentary conduction type memory is fabricated (Fig. 7) . The novel structure confines the possible locations of the filaments within very small area (in other words, it reduces the effective programming area beyond the size of the electrode), leading to narrow distribution of the resistance values. 
Low Programming Current
The programming current of today's RRAM is still too high for practical use. Data across various metal oxide materials show that the reset current slightly decreases with the cell area (Fig. 8) . This observation prompts researcher to look for alternative ways (e.g. different materials) to reduce the programming current. To lower the programming current (and programming energy) RRAM device using Pt (Al) as bottom (top) electrode sandwiching a 10-nm thick Al 2 O 3 thin film grown by ALD is shown to exhibit bipolar programming characteristics with ultra-low reset current of 1μA (Fig.   9 ). Both the HRS and LRS have very high resistance values. This may facilitate the use of cross-point architecture without the need for a memory cell selection device because the leakage current of the cells in LRS is low [38] .
Conclusions
We reviewed recent results on PCM and RRAM, focusing on the fundamental issues such as device and materials scaling of PCM and control of the programming characteristics of RRAM. It is important to further reduce the programming current of PCM and RRAM to enable practical use. In addition, the key challenge for RRAM is improving the uniformity of the devices.
